
MOHAMED ABDUL AZIZ
FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

ultemateaziz64@gmail.com +91 99430 93556 Mayiladuthurai, India Python Code Expert Portfolio Web 

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Python Django numpy Streamlit pandas Bootstrap CSS Javascript jQuery HTML MySql

Wordpress & Woo commerce Tkinter Git and Github API SEO

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Web Developer, MDS Digital Hub Pvt Ltd - Internship
•Designed, developed, and maintained a web application using Python, Django, and related 
technologies, which led to a significant 20% boost in user engagement
•Created front end of website using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript and jQuery for providing user interface 
and communication between client and the server

01/2024 – 04/2024
Mayiladuthurai, India

•Collaborated with web designers, back-end developers and UX designers to design, build, test and 
improvement web products
•Ensured application performance, quality and responsiveness

WordPress Developer, Annai College of Arts and Science - Internship
•Worked on the migration of legacy applications to modern JavaScript frameworks, which resulted in 
a more maintainable codebase and reduced the cost of future feature developments by 15%.
•Implemented critical SEO optimizations that led to a 50% increase in organic search traffic over 12 
months.

2022 – 2024
Kumbakonam, India

•Orchestrated the migration of website to a cloud hosting environment, which ensured higher uptime 
and scalability to accommodate traffic spikes
•Revitalized the website design to enhance user-friendly responsiveness

EDUCATION

Masters in Computer Science, Annai college of Arts and Science
GPA 80%

06/2022 – 04/2024
Kumbakonam, India

Bachelor in Computer Science, A.V.C College Autonomous
GPA: 63.12%

06/2018 – 07/2021
Mayiladuthurai, India

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Google Analytics Google Data Studio Cpanle Hpanel Semrush Uber Suggest Ahref MS Word / Excel

Libre Office Chat GPT

TOP PROJECTS

College Management System, Python, Django, Mysql
•Developed a frontend website and dashboard
•Implemented separate login systems for students, teachers, and administrators
•Optimized user roles and permissions for efficient managemen

MDS Digital Website, HTML, CSS, JS, Bootstrap, Sass
•Show case company profile page multiple sections
•Livechat bot integrations for communication
•Integrated with Job portal assistance page

Sai Dental Website, Wordpress
•Enhanced webpage development by implementing SEO strategies via plugins to boost page
•ranking to first page by organic SEO
•Integrating Live Chatbot Support, integrated social media links, and provided digital marketing
•services to enhance user engagement
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